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SIFU’S CORNER 
It’s feeling like things are starting to get back to normal at PMA! 

With restrictions loosened in the state and infection rates down, we 
have managed to add more classes and get back to the way things 
used to be. And it feels so good!

May was definitely the month where we started to make some 
significant changes, most notably, with the schedules. On May 17th, 
we implemented the new schedules and we were happy to see 
most students adjusting nicely! Adult students no longer have to 
schedule their classes which was a big relief for many. Being able to change our lobby back 
to normal makes the school much more comfortable and inviting and it’s a welcome sight 
especially to the staff, who have been seeing an empty lobby for over a year now.

We also welcomed some moms on the mat for a special Mom’s Buddy Week and it 
was awesome to see the moms with their kids on the mat. The kids were so excited to train 
with their mothers and we had a really great time, whether the moms joined us in person or 
virtually. Thank you to everyone that participated!

And on May 21st, PMA hosted a special AAPI self defense workshop in light of all the 
attacks happening in the community. Thank you to everyone who showed up and 
participated in this special workshop. We specifically worked on awareness and 
preparedness and hopefully brought to light some important concepts to the group. 

June is looking just as busy. We have our Junior 
Black Belt testing scheduled for the first two 
weekends of the month. It’s an awesome time of the 
year where we get to see the culmination of years of 
training in our youth students. This year, we have a 
good group of students testing and we’re excited to 
see their test. 

We will also be celebrating Father’s Day by 
offering a special Father’s Buddy Week from June 
14-June 19. We welcome all dads to attend classes 
with their kids this week. Hoping some of you can join 
us!

Finally, at the end of the month, we will be 
hosting the Annual Sayoc Sama Sama at the school 
from June 26-June 27. The school will be CLOSED 
on Saturday, June 26th.
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MAY HIGHLIGHTS 
MOMS ON THE MAT 

June 1st commemorates PMA's 26th Year Anniversary! 
Being in business for 26 years is an accomplishment in itself, but to do 
so in one of the most challenging times in memory is a true testament to 
perseverance and the love & support that we received from our 
students. 

We are eternally grateful for all our mentors, staff, students, friends, and 
families, past and present. As always, we will continue to strive for 
excellence, and make PMA even better. It is an honor to continuously 
serve our students and community. Thank you!

- Sifu Nick Sacoulas

HAPPY 26TH BIRTHDAY, PMA!!! 🎉🥳

AAPI WORKSHOP - 5/21/21 
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: GRANT DEGUZMAN
Some of our best students come from 
referrals from our current students and 
our student spotlight this month is the 
best illustration of this! Grant DeGuzman 
is our featured student and he just 
happens to be best friends with a recent 
student spotlight, Ethan Loo. You are the 
friends you keep and these two really 
depict what it means to have high 
quality friends. They push each other 
and make each other better and we’re 
so proud to have both of them at the 
school.


G r a n t j o i n e d u s a t E t h a n ’ s 
recommendation when he was 9 years 
old. At that time, he says, “I also wanted 
to lose weight.” Upon joining, the 
coaches noted how hard Grant worked 
and how easily he was coached. He always gave it his all and still comes out of 
class sweating harder than anyone else in class.


His favorite part of training? “I like learning techniques from around the world, 
making new friends and being a part of the class. I highly recommend it because 
it is enjoyable.”, he says. Grant was also dedicated throughout the past year, 
training virtually because of the pandemic. He explains, “At first it was hard but it 
helped me to keep pushing through and Ethan kept encouraging me too.”  

His coaches have seen Grant develop throughout his training. His technique has 
gotten much better, he is more fit and he continues to exhibit a discipline unlike 
his peers. He often trains in class with Ethan and they push each other to work 
hard and get better. It’s the type of friendship that we hope others their age have 
or will have.


Outside of PMA, Grant attends PS/MS 219 and is in the 6th grade. He hopes one 
day to teach martial arts or maybe be a police officer. His other 

hobbies include walking with his dogs and playing video games 
with friends.


We are so proud of you, Grant!  
Looking forward to one day seeing you with your Black Belt! 



JUNE Birthdays
6/1: Vincent Allis
6/4: Serena Hui
6/4: Lionel Harris-Spence
6/4: Robert Lorenzo
6/5: Sifu Nick Sacoulas
6/6: Ella Tsolekas
6/7: Vienna Chang
6/8: Sanaa Gaston
6/9: Janet Livia
6/10: Alfred Garing
6/11: Christopher Blanco

6/12: Andrea Formantes
6/13: Zoey Nie
6/15: Angela Liu
6/15: John Folan
6/15: Damon Griffith
6/19: Timothy Ng
6/20: Christian Taylor
6/21: Louis Klein
6/21: Slava Nisonov
6/21: Giovanna Qiu
6/23: Michael Nisbett

6/23: Elizabeth Ng
6/23: Amy Collado
6/24: Madge Pierre-Louis
6/25: Ethan Hung
6/25: Morghan Tindal
6/26: Charley Zhang
6/29: Aiden Neal
6/29: Avraham Ilyiach
6/30: RJ Lozano, Jr.

June Events 
• June 5: Junior Black Belt Test Part 1 
• June 12: Junior Black Belt Test Part 2 
• June 14-19: Father’s as Buddies Week 
• June 26: SCHOOL CLOSED (SAYOC SAMA SAMA)

Welcome New Students:

Eric Burton


Rene Morales

Eva Victoria 

Acquaye

Catherine Cao


Tristan Le

Kalea Liew


Nicolle Marquina


Dean Davis

Kanen Davis

Tyrell Webb

Elizabeth Ng

Felix Ubiera


Alexis Rodriguez

James Marketti


Sophie Lau


Mitchedel Fabro

Zion Browne

Simon Zhang


Juan Mahecha

Santiago Mahecha

Ignacio Mahecha


Joey Cheung

Dong Kyu Lee


Alfred Garing

Lawson Smith


Dustin Tenenbaum

Jeffery Lin


Daiyan Azad

Kessiena Otiki

Gabriel Ilano


Michael Carter


Welcome Back! 
Dylan Lau


Vincent Allis

Thank you for your 
continued support!

Thank you…
Victoria and Catherine Ng for referring Elizabeth Ng 

Ronald Yonggi for referring Simon Zhang 
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